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The HUMAN TORCH
Deep in the shadowy heart of Chinatown, a distorted mind planned a carnival of crime, while the HUMAN TORCH and his flaming young pal, Toro, risked their very lives to wipe out the Yellow Terror.

The BLACK MARVEL
What grim secrets were concealed beneath the hoods of the murdering madmen? And would the valiant BLACK MARVEL be able to defeat the ghastly organization which threatened to inflict a reign of horror upon the American people?

CAPTAIN AMERICA and the Case of the Hollow Men
How to kill a dead man? That was the horrible problem which CAPTAIN AMERICA and Bucky had to solve before they could defeat the hideous menace who was the lord of death....

ALL WINNERS...a short novelette....
When Captain America and Bucky meet the Human Torch and Toro things start popping, especially if the Black Marvel, the Sub Mariner and the Angel are also around to make things sizzle....

SUB MARINER
Out of the harmless looking boathouse crept a new and deadly menace which almost spelled destruction for the mighty SUB MARINER....

THE ANGEL
Death was the penalty for those who looked at the gruesome gargoyle of the Yucatan, but the ANGEL, mighty crime crusader, dared to take the chance.
HUMAN TORCH and TORO the Flaming Kid

Matsu, a Japanese secret agent, acting on his superior's orders... menaces the peaceful Chinese section of New York City! Having run into THE TORCH AND TORO, Matsu plans to hypnotize the famous duo into acting as his instrument... will Matsu's plan succeed?

By Carl Burgos

A meeting of Chinese-Americans in New York City... Very simple. Kush! We will make a festival and so raise the million dollars which our war torn land needs to battle the invader! Great! Let's start!
The following day, newspapers publicize Chinatown’s festival to raise funds!

And in Inspector Riley’s office...

Hmm. Looks like our Chinese friends have started something. Festivities begin tomorrow night!

Also trouble if you ask me!

With the fire subdued, the Torch lands. Toro! Did you hear those bangs? They were the festival fireworks!

Perhaps the Mikado’s agents!

What? Who could have done it?

What? Who are you?

Boo
The name is Ku-Shi and you are the one in charge of the fireworks.

Yes, but the fire ruined our supply! Guess the festival will have to be postponed!

Oh no! It won't be Ku-Shi!

Ha! Matzu will have to change his plan to suit me this time!

Not worry about us. We'll be here tomorrow night!

There's something fishy about that guy, Torch!

C'mon home. We're going to have a busy night tomorrow.

Hm-m. The fire masters are leaning to get to Matzu!

Ku-Shi races swiftly thru the narrow streets and turns down a blind alley...

No raps three times on a rotten door!

It's Ku-Shi, the dog!

Well, brainless one. What's on your mind?
JUST THIS, MATSU! YOUR PLAN WORKED BUT AT THE SAME TIME IT BROUGHT THE TORCH AND TORO INTO THE PICTURE!

THE FLAME MASTERS?... THIS IS A HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR! WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST?

LET THE SHOW GO ON, TRANSFER THE PROCEEDS TO OUR POCKETS, THEN HAVE THE HONOR OF DESTROYING THE FLAME MASTERS!

IT'S A BIT OUT OF LINE WITH MY ORDERS BUT WORTH IT!

... YES, IT MIGHT PROVE TO BE BETTER THAN I THINK!

ALL I'M INTERESTED IN IS THE MONEY INVOLVED!

THE FOLLOWING NIGHT, ALL CHINATOWN TURNS OUT IN CARNIVAL STYLE....

HERE WE ARE KU-SHI. HAVE YOU MADE THE ARRANGEMENTS?

YES, WE ARE READY!

ATTENTION, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE REMNANT TORCH AND TORO WILL GIVE A FLAME EXHIBITION! TAKE IT TORCH!

TURNING ON THEIR FLAMES, THE TORCH AND TORO WING-HIGH OVER THE FESTIVAL INTO THE INKY SKY.

WE'RE HIGH ENOUGH!

I'M READY!
HELP CHINA!

As the Fire Poster fades in the sky, the Torch and Toro whirl once more.

DEFEND AMERICA!

While below, money flows like water into a huge chest!

Suddenly an auto roars into view!

Is everything set? Yes, Matsu.

Machine guns burst loose a song of death around the chest...

Hurry! Get the chest into the car!

Hile from the sky!

The low crawling swine, this'll stop them!
But the auto swerves and the fire-ball lands harmlessly on the street.

"Into the alley!" Right!

Turning into the dark alley, the car passes an electric beam, and a wall pivots.

Close the beam switch! The Torch's on our trail!

Jumpin' fireballs! They've disappeared!

Tord, land and subdue your flame!

Right, Torch!

...wonder where that car could have gone, maybe...

Uh-oh! Who's passing by?

Ku-shi! And he's going into this building! My hunch is the car's in there too!

What do we do now, Torch? Follow Ku-shi, and hope he leads us to those rats!

Inside the building—Matzu watches Ku-shi enter a television screen and when he sees the flame masters follow suit...

I'll fix them!

What the... We fell thru a trap door!
Don't put your flame on Toro! This place is filled with gas!

Torch! I can't breathe!

Ugh!!

Ah, KU-SHI! Come here! I have the Flame Masters Trapped!

In a room somewhere in the building...

You forget my orders! You're a fool, KU-SHI! My orders are to stop all financial aid to China. Torch and Toro will aid! Where's my gas mask?

--Later in the gas filled dungeon...

L-L-look a door is opening, Torch!

Huh?

The gas is taking effect! It would be amusing to see them battle to death!

Torch and Toro weakened by the gas feebly hear the goggled man's words...

Sleep! Sleep! Sleep!

Under Matzu's hypnotic spell Torch and Toro stretch out as Matzu whispers an order to them!

-You will then return here!

Wow... where am I? Don't know but we got to get something!
AND MELT THRU THE CLOSED STEEL DOOR OF THE BANK OF FREE CHINA!

TO THE VAULT TORCH! LOOK! GUARDS! STRIKE!

I DON'T UNDERSTAND! I THOUGHT TORCH AND TORO WERE GOING TO HELP US!

THE RATS! THEY'RE AFTER THE GOLD SHIPMENT TO FREE CHINA!

THE STEEL VAULT PARTS LIKE WARM BUTTER UNDER THE TORCH'S FLAME!

HERE'S WHAT WE CAME FOR! THE GOLD CONSIGNMENT! SUBDUE ONE ARM AND GRAB THE BOX!

THE BURGLAR ALARM! LET'S GET OUT OF HERE!
THE BURGLAR ALARM ATTRACTS THE ATTENTION OF A POLICE CAR NEARBY.

STEP ON IT JOE! THE ALARM'S COMING FROM THE BANK OF FREE CHINA!

Uh oh! Police! They're coming right at us! Fly low, Toro!

Nice going Toro! How do you like gold in your bread basket?

That takes care of the cops! Yeah! Our master will be proud of us!

The Torch and Toro land with their booty in an alley.

Okay Toro, douse your flame!

This is the door! ...I remember! Knock three times!

Master! Your order has been carried out!

Ah! My servants come in! Boy! This box is heavy!
Inside, as the trio head down a flight of steps, Toro drops his end of the gold-filled box, and the torch, unbalanced by the sudden drop, sprawls down, head first!

You careless fool I'll settle you!

What's the trouble master?

Silence! So, torch, my spell is broken eh?

W-what?

Hearing a noise behind him, the torch whirls and sends a blazing fist into Ku-shi's bread basket!

Ugh!

Yeow! Hello Ku-shi!

And here's a sleeping pill pal!

Ugh!

While from atop the landing!

Get the torch, Toro! As you command master!
With his body ablaze Toro crashes into the Torch!

BAM! You're no match for me!

This'll snap you out of Matzu's spell!

F-O-W-

The Torch has the upper hand now! I better vanish!

Pressing a hidden button, a panel opens and Matzu disappears thru it.

C'mon, Diapers! Snap out of it!

Where am I?

In a rat's house! Say where did the goggled rat go?

WHO?

At that moment Ku-Shi regains consciousness and hurls a monkey wrench at the Torch.

Duck!

Thanks for tipping me off to Banjo's hoe-away!
DIDN'T YOU HEAR THAT HOLLOW SOUND WHEN THE WRENCH HIT THE WALL?

WATCH THIS TORCH!

A SECRET PASSAGE!

WELL, I'LL BE LOOK!

YOU'LL NEVER GET ME!

ONE MORE STEP AND THIS LEVER WILL BLOW THIS PLACE TO KINGDOM COME!

IN A FLASH THE TORCH LETS LOOSE A FIRE-BALL THAT SEARS MATSU'S HAND!!

OUCH!

NEC GOING TORCH EVEN IF I DIDN'T GET IN ON THE FIREWORKS!

FIREWORK? THAT REMINDS ME, THE CHINATOWN FESTIVAL MUST GO ON ... LET'S GO!

Follow the Adventures of THE HUMAN TORCH AND TORO

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF MARVEL COMICS
Black Marvel

What was the terrible new menace which was unleashed upon the United States in the form of the Hood? And would the mighty Black Marvel be able to destroy the evil organization which threatened to inflict a reign of horror upon the American people?---

All Winners presents---
The Order of the Hood

On a secret hideout high in the Rocky Mountains, a sinister meeting is in session---

And so at last we are powerful enough to strike! We shall make the Order of the Hood feared throughout America and we shall start by robbing the 6th National Bank of Los Angeles---

Drawn by Al Avison and Al Gabriele
Story by Stan Lee

Getting into their speedy armored car, the members of the Order of the Hood prepare to loot the Los Angeles Bank---
In Los Angeles, the powerful vehicle crashes right through the outside window of the bank.

All right, you lugs, just be quiet and nobody'll get hurt! Hand over the money from your vaults and be quick about it!

The bank guard rushes in.

The bank guard: You rat!

C'mon, get moving! We haven't got all day.

As the armed car begins to leave the bank, two police cars race up the street towards it!

Ram the fools! Smash into them!
SMACK!

GET OUT THE CANNON! WE'LL BLOW THESE F..NY POLICEMEN OFF THE MAP

BOOM!

OUR SCENE SHIFTS TO DAN BYONG, YOUNG MAN-ABOUT TOWN, WHO IS WALKING WITH PAT CASEY AND MARY NASH, TWO FRIENDS OF HIS--

AND JUST THINK, LAST WEEK THE ORDER OF THE HOOD ROBBED TWO MORE BANKS! THE POLICE DON'T SEEM TO BE ABLE TO CATCH THEM. I'M SURPRISED THE BLACK MARVEL DOESN'T GO AFTER THEM.

BACK AT THE HIDEOUT

WE GOT AWAY AS CLEAN AS A WHISTLE! THE STUPID POLICE WILL NEVER CATCH US!

ARMORED CAR ROBS BANK!

MUTIA CALLED POLICE PowerLESS AGAINST A

HOODED ROBBER KILL TWO BANK

A MONTH LATER--
Perhaps you're right, Pat. Perhaps it is time for the Black Marvel to step in--

Well, you two go along without me for awhile. There is something I must attend to--

O.K., with me, pal! I'll have Mary all to myself for awhile!

Ah, he's O.K., even if he is a bit dull.

But perhaps Mary and Pat would change their opinion of Dan Lyons if they could see him at that moment as the Black Marvel--

It's a good thing Pat and Mary mentioned the order of the Hood. I had almost forgotten that the Star Reserve Bank is moving a shipment of gold today, and the Hood's sure to try for it.

I'm just in time! Now, unless I miss my guess, we'll be seeing the Hoods soon!

As if in answer to the Black Marvel's prophecy, the huge armored car of the Hood swings into the scene--

There they are! -- And now for some fireworks!
The Black Marvel draws a knife from his costume--
This ought to cramp their style a bit!

There! That stopped 'em

Pouring out of the halted car, the hood thugs open fire upon the bank guards...

The Black Marvel leaps into the battle--
If you wanted this so badly--here it is!

Plug that guard, quick!
And I think I can help it!

Not if I can help it!

And now for you blood-thirsty rats!
Black Marvel plunge through the advancing hoods as though they were made of cardboard—

Well, that takes care of that! Lucky for us that the Black Marvel was around.

This work done, the Black Marvel doesn't wait for thanks—

Let's thank him for what th-- where did he disappear to?

At the order of the hood hideout we find--

Everything was going smoothly until the Black Marvel came along! He has wrecked our car and beaten up a large number of our men! Also, he has prevented us from getting the gold shipment from the Star Reserve Bank--

Gentlemen, the Black Marvel will have to be 'put out of the way'—here is what we'll do—

After an hour of planning, the hood dismisses some of his men--

Now, go, and remember, death if you fail!
Late that night, a group of hood members break into the office of the Daily Globe.

Well, I'm afraid I'll have to leave you folks again.

The next day, at dinner, Dan is the object of Pat and Mary's scorn.

I hope you were able to handle your "business" yesterday.

He fell for the fake notice just like the Hood said he would.

Wow! Look at this—$50,000's worth of jewels to be on display at Jiffenys all this week!

Dan and Mary go to Jiffenys.

Once again, Dan Lyons becomes the mighty Black Marvel and hurries to Jiffenys.

I don't think I'm going to stay here. I think I'll go to the Daily Globe.

You left just in time to miss the robbery.

And so the unconscious Black Marvel is driven to the hideout of the Hood.

Now to take him to the Hood!
At the Hood's Hideout

WE HAVE CAUGHT THE MIGHTY BLACK MARVEL! AND WE HAVE A RECEPTION WORTHY OF SO FAMOUS A GUEST! TAKE HIM TO THE UNDERGROUND DEN!

NICE, CHEERFUL PLACE YOU'VE GOT THERE.

YOU WOULDN'T BE SO CHEERFUL IF YOU KNEW WHAT THE HOOD HAS IN STORE FOR YOU--

AND NOW, BLACK MARVEL, PERMIT ME TO WELCOME YOU TO MY LITTLE CHAMBER... AS YOU WON'T LIVE TO GET OUT AND TELL ANYONE ABOUT IT I CAN TELL YOU ABOUT IT MYSELF--

AND THEN I SHALL START A SERIES OF ROBBERIES AND MURDERS NEVER BEFORE SEEN BY MAN! I SHALL NOT STOP MY ADVENTURE IN CRIME UNTIL THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT PROMISES THAT MY MEN WILL NOT BE PUNISHED AND PROMISES TO PAY US A MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR!

FIRST, I SHALL DESTROY YOU LITTLE BY LITTLE BY MEANS OF MY RAY MACHINE HERE! I SHALL ALSO FOCUS MY TELEVISION SET UPON YOUR DEATH SO THAT THE AMERICANS MAY SEE THEIR GREATEST DEFENDER DIE AT THE HANDS OF THE HOOD!!!
The Hood cuts into the nation's radios with his powerful short-wave set--

Hear me, people of America! The Black Marvel, your former hero, has been captured by me, the Hood! And you will be privileged to hear his death-groans. After his death, there will be no one to resist me! Put on the ray!

I'm not afraid to die, but I can't be killed now when the American people need me--I must escape somehow!!

The Black Marvel suddenly thrusts his hands into the descending death-ray!

--his bonds are burnt off! And now here is what a man can do to these dogs!!
COME AND GET IT, RATS!

THIS OUGHT TO KEEP YOU OCCUPIED FOR AWHILE!

NO -- NOT THAT!

LEAVING THE BEATEN GANGSTERS TIED UP, THE BLACK MARVEL RACES AFTER THE HOOD--

RUNNING UP THAT MOUNTAIN WON'T HELP HIM!

LET THE FOOL CHASE ME! I'LL HAVE A SURPRISE FOR HIM WHEN I REACH THE MOUNTAIN TOP!
The Black Marvel advances as the Hood seizes a huge boulder.

When I go back you'll go with me! You'll pay for those horrible crimes!

Joining the Sun's rays into the Black Marvel's eyes, by means of a hand mirror, the Hood temporarily blinds the mighty crime fighter.

...it flies harmlessly over his head as the Black Marvel ducks with the speed of thought!

It'll take more than an overgrown pebble to stop me!

The Black Marvel loses his footing...

...but catches on to a nearby tree and...
The Black Marvel swings himself around by the branch and up at the Hood.

As the Hood and Black Marvel engage in a titanic struggle high above the peaceful valley, they don't notice the stones slipping under their feet.

Their struggles on the loose earth have started an avalanche!

WHEW, just in the nick of time!

As it does to all criminals, justice has overtaken the Hood!

And I guess that's the end of the Hood!

And did you hear how the Black Marvel mopped up the Hood gang, Dan?

Oh! It must have been so exciting!

Ahh, such things bore me! Say, who won today's polo match?
The Case of the Hollow Men

Men who are dead—And yet not dead! What are these walking dead whose clutching hands and staring eyes seek only to kill and destroy under the guidance of a mad monster? Captain America and Bucky unearth the most chilling menace of the age, when they meet—The Lord of Death!

An All Winners Feature from the Personal Files of Captain America

A Simon-Kirby Production
GO, MY ZOMBIE! STRANGLE THAT NINCOMPOOP, DO NOT FEAR HIS BULLETS. THEY CAN'T HARM YOU! YES, LORD OF DEATH, I WEAR AND OBEY.

KILL! KILL!

H-H-E WON'T DIE!

HEE-HEE-HEE---OF COURSE HE CAN'T BE KILLED! FOR HE'S ALREADY DEAD! HEE-HEE-HEE!

The living-dead man makes short work of his victim---

After the gruesome episode, the Lord of Death and his monstrous slave return to their headquarters where the fiend makes a transatlantic call---

Hello, Acoulph---I've created zombies---walking dead! With them I can do any job you want at a million dollars a job!

OOGG, MEIN FRAND! SABOTAGE THOSE SHIPS MIT LEASE-LEND MATERIALS FOR DER BRITISH SCHWEIN

The following day, two khaki-clad figures pass through the Bowery...

How much longer is that monotonous guard duty at the docks gonna last?
COULD YA SPARE ELEVEN CENTS FOR A CUP O' COFFEE?

WHAT'S THE ODD CENT FOR?

IT'S FOR SALES TAX, TANKS, PAL.

I'LL KEEP UP WITH YOU IF IT KILLS ME.

ATT'A BOY, BUCKY, YOU'LL MAKE A GOOD SOLDIER YET!

LATER AT THE DOCKS. STEVE ROGERS RESUMES HIS GUARD DUTY.

AT THE STROKE OF TWELVE, STRANGE SHADY FIGURES APPEAR ON THE DOCK... YOU'RE ON THE NIGHT TRICK, BOYS. KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN. SABOTEURS ARE OUT TO STOP THESE LEASE-LEND SHIPMENTS.

HALT! WHO GOES THERE?

THEY LOOK LIKE A BUNCH OF BOWERY BUMS... BURN!
They're saboteurs! Open fire, men!

Holy mackerel! They keep coming! They won't fall!

Zombies! Bucky! They're zombies!

Immune to bullets, the ghastly creatures break through the line of guards—

Kill!

Burn!
STEVE! STEVE!
YOU'RE ALL RIGHT?
THEY'RE GOING AFTER
THE SECOND SHIP

COME ON, PAL! THIS CALLS FOR...
CAPTAIN AMERICA! AND BUCKY

WITH FLYING FISTS, CAPTAIN AMERICA AND
BUCKY CHARGE HEADLONG INTO
THE NIGHTMARE CREATURES

LET'S SEE IF FISTS WORK
WHERE BULLETS WON'T...

CAPTAIN AMERICA AND BUCKY RUSH
THE DEAD MEN OFF THE PIER AND INTO
THE RIVER...

THESE DEAD MEN MAY BE ABLE TO
WALK, BUT THEY CERTAINLY CAN'T SWIM.
CAP! LOOK! THAT FACE IN THE WATER!

KILL! DESTROY BURN!

Yeah, Cap! That's the same panhandler you gave a dime to this afternoon—a harmless bum—tonight, a murdering zombie!

Who knows? I've a hunch this is just the beginning of something more sinister! Meanwhile, let's get back to camp!

Meanwhile—

So Captain America interfered! Little does he know that I can replace those zombies with hundreds more...

I have the pick of the graveyard known as the Bowery! —Hee—hee—Hee—Hee

This is more up your alley! Get going, shoe-shine boy! I want all these boots to sparkle, get me?

Rogers, you're relieved from further guard-duty at the docks! You've made a laughing stock of the army! Come with me!

At camp Lehigh the next morning—
YES, AND USE PLENTY OF ELBOW GREASE!

SHINING BOOTS, OF ALL THINGS!

GIVES ME AN IDEA, BUCKY! GET INTO THE OLDEST CLOTHES YOU'VE GOT!

STILL SHINING SHOES AND AWOL FROM CAMP! THIS IS WACKY STEVE!

MAYBE SO, BUT THOSE ZOMBIES WERE RECRUITED FROM THE BOWERY. IF WE KEEP OUR EYES OPEN, PERHAPS--

AT THAT MOMENT, THE LORD OF DEATH EXPECTANTLY SCANS THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE...

AH, THERE GO MY ZOMBIES! -- EVERY TRUCK CARRYING LEASE-LEND MATERIAL MUST BE STOPPED! THE BRIDGE ITSELF IS A VITAL LINK TO THE DOCKS AND MUST ALSO BE DESTROYED... THE UNDEAD WILL DO IT!

SUDDENLY--

LOOK, JOE! THE FLEET OF TRUCKS COMING TOWARD US! THEY'RE GOING WILD! ONE OF EM IS HEADIN' FOR THIS TRUCK!
A TERRIBLE SERIES OF BLOWING CRASHES FOLLOWS AS THE ZOMBIES DELIBERATELY RAM THEIR MACHINES INTO THE FLEET OF TRUCKS CARRYING THE LEASE-LEND MATERIAL.

FROM THE TANGLED WRECKAGE STREAM THE BLOOD-CHILLING MONSTERS RECALLED FROM THE GRAVE... KILL! KILL! KILL!

PEDESTRIANS ARE HORRIFIED AS THE ZOMBIES CLIMBER UP TO THE FOOTWALK. THEY'RE ALIVE! NO ONE COULD SURVIVE THAT CRACKUP. THEY'RE WALKING CORPSES!

SEEMINGLY FROM NOWHERE, AN ARMY OF ZOMBIES EMERGES FROM HIDING! KILL! KILL! KILL!
MADNESS follows as the horde of walking dead, obeying the orders of the Lord of Death, wreak havoc and chaos!

Unlucky pedestrians are attacked and strangled on the bridge footwalk!

Subway trains crossing the bridge are derailed by the zombies and their occupants. The passengers are massacred.

Automobiles and their occupants are crushed and thrown over the bridge and into the river.

KILL! KILL!

DESTROY!
At the entrance to the bridge in the Bowery, strange transformation takes place amid the deafening din!

THE ZOMBIES AGAIN! Come, Bucky!

WHERE DO WE BEGIN, BUCKY?

DESTROY!

KILL!

KILL!

KILL!

KILL!

KILL!

At the beginning, Bucky!

Cap and Bucky tear into the zombie horde with the fury of twin cyclones!

There's hundreds, Cap! We'll never get anywhere like this!

These lease-lend grenades will do the trick. Grab an awful, Bucky!

You're right! We'll use wholesale methods!
What night, two figures lift themselves up on a deserted dock from the debris-filled river.

W-we made it, Bucky! You're the bravest kid I know!

We're going back to the Bowery, Bucky. I've a hunch whoever created those zombies will be looking for new recruits!

T-thanks, Cap...

Suddenly, two shabby figures approach the hooded villain.

I'm offering you men a good meal and plenty to drink for practically no work at all.

We'll go, mister. We haven't eaten in days. We'll do anything!

Sometime later, the Lord of Death ushers his two intended victims into his horror-laden chambers...
There is a sudden rustle as a thin, gnarly hand, gripping an automatic dart, from the maze of tubing and machinery.

Your thick brain may not understand, but that man's body is being drained of all its blood.

His blood is being replaced by dynamo fluid. This liquid of my own invention, will give his body super-vitality for twenty-four hours! During that period he cannot die!

Unstrapping the human derelict from the machine, the Lord of Death runs a large knife through the tramp's body...

Tonight I must rebuild my zombie forces for a terrible assault on this country. You bums shall be first to join the ranks!

But the Lord of Death is in for a startling surprise!!

Who's a bum?!
YOU! CAPTAIN AMERICA!

I'M NOT HUNGRY, LA MARR. YOU BLOODY MAD LUNATIC!

CAPTAIN AMERICA'S THIRD BLOW SENDS THE LORD OF DEATH CRASHING INTO THE NEARBY MACHINERY!

LET THE COPS Pry HIM LOOSE!

Meanwhile, in Nazi Germany - Der Führer makes a transatlantic phone call: Hallo? Is dis der Lord of Death? How are tings going?
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YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!

Get smart---get the magazines which thousands of comic book readers have proclaimed THE BEST in the field!

CAPTAIN AMERICA

4 Thrilling comic novels from the file of Captain America

Headline Hunter, Foreign Correspondent, Bucky, Jack Frost

MARVEL COMICS

Featuring

The Human Torch and Toro

The Angel

Sub-Mariner, Ka-Zar

And Others
WINNERS

JOHNNY BLAKE put down his Marvel Comics with a sigh. "Gosh," he thought, "if only I could meet the Torch and Toro, the Sub-Mariner, and the Angel!"

Then he picked up his Captain America book. "Oh boy," muttered Johnny. "What I wouldn't give to be a pal of Captain America and Bucky! — And of the Black Marvel, too!" he added, remembering another of his favorites.

Finally, Johnny put his books away. "Just imagine," he mused, "being able to go up to the Human Torch and shaking hands with him! — But when his flame is off, of course!" he added hurriedly.

Just then, Johnny saw a streak of light flash through his open window. A second later, a flaming figure flew into the room, followed by a second, smaller figure.

Johnny was amazed! "Who— who are you?" he asked.

The taller figure looked at Johnny in surprise. "Don't you recognise us, Johnny?" he asked. "You were just thinking that you wanted to be our friend, wasn't he, Toro?"

The smaller fire-master nodded. "Yes, sir! Johnny, we're —"

"The Human Torch and Toro," cried Johnny in delight! "This is great! How I wish the others could come too!"

The Torch winked at Toro. "Oh, they can, eh, Toro?"

Toro went over to the melted window and pointed a blazing arm toward the sky. "Watch this, Torchy!" he said. "I'll bet I can do it as well as you can!"

The flaming kid's arm started moving and fingers of fire leaped out! They formed flaming letters in the sky which read: "CAPTAIN AMERICA, BRING THE GANG TO JOHN- NY'S HOUSE!"

"How was that, Johnny?" asked Toro, proudly. "It was great!" answered Johnny, spellbound! "— Except that Toro forgot to dot his y's!" smiled the Torch. "That kid'll never learn!"

"Is that so," cried Toro. "Maybe this'll change your mind!" Toro suddenly tossed a fire-ball at the Torch which turned into two small hands and started tickling him.

The Torch quickly turned on his flame. "You little rascal," he exclaimed, "for that I'll —"

"Hey, cut it out, you two!" said a voice from the window. "Don't you guys ever rest?"

Johnny quickly turned and saw, coming through the window, the very people he had always dreamt of meeting.

BUCKY came in first with his red, white and blue suit, followed by Captain America holding his sturdy, round shield! Next came the Angel swimming in through a thin rope which he had strung down from the roof of the house. After him came the Black Marvel, followed by the Sub-Mariner, who was flying in from above.

"Hello, Johnny," exclaimed the Angel. "We're glad to see you!"

"E-Boy!" stammered Johnny, "not half so glad as I am to see you!" Johnny looked at the others. "And Captain America! Wow, have I wanted to meet you!"

by STAN LEE
The Torch burst into flame and zoomed toward the open window. He pointed one blazing arm out of the window and caused a fire-ball to bounce into the sky! "Now let's see who can catch the ball first!" shouted the Torch as he flew after the ball! Right behind the flame-master was the Sub-Mariner whose winged-feet carried him as high as the Torch!

First, it seemed as though Sub-Mariner would grasp the ball but the Torch would utter a command and the flaming missile would dart away from the Flying Prince. Then, just as it seemed that the Torch was going to capture the ball, Namor would flash past it so rapidly he created a wind, blowing the ball away from the Torch! This continued for half an hour as Johnny watched delightedly. Finally, however, Namor and Torch flew back into Johnny's window, both tired and flushed with excitement.

"Well, Torchy," grinned Sub-Mariner, "I guess it was a draw!"

The Black Marvel looked at the Angel and Captain America. "Fellows, it's our turn now!" The three crime-fighters leapt into action! The Angel caught the rope upon which he had swung into the apartment and with one powerful leap sailed out of the window on it and to the roof above.

"O.K., guys, come and get me!" he shouted from the roof.

"Here we come!" answered the Black Marvel and the gallant Captain America. With one mighty blow of his iron fist the Black Marvel broke down the door of Johnny's apartment and raced up the steps toward the roof while Captain America leaped out of the window catching on to a fire-escape across the alley! Then a tremendous leap carried him to the roof, from where he easily jumped onto Johnny's roof!

He reached the top of the house at the same time as the Black Marvel and they both rushed at the Angel! The three started to struggle over the edge of the roof when suddenly the Angel lost his footing and plunged down carrying the Marvel and Captain America with him!

"Look out!" cried the frightened Johnny! "You'll be killed!"

Said the Sub-Mariner, "I'll make roast Bucky out of you for that!" yelped Toro whirring up toward the ceiling and flying over his masked friend's head. Hovering above Bucky, Toro tossed down a flaming bean-shooter which shot burning beans at the laughing Bucky!

Suddenly a flaming finger reached out and pointed the bean-shooter away from Bucky, towards Toro! "Aw, Torch!" cried Toro, "you're always spoiling my fun!" The Torch laughed gaily. "You've had enough, kid! You and Bucky take a back seat and watch Namor and me go into action!"
Namor, cruising off the Atlantic coast, finds himself on the shore of Virginia, where he cuts in close to land to rest a bit before digging up some more excitement. It is late at night, and all is quiet.

Namor goes into a power-dive, and cleaves the water between the bows; then strains to keep the two boats apart!!!

Whew! Must have swum 10,000 miles! Think I'll duck in this little cove for a few minutes...

Oh... oh! What's all the noise about? Sounds like someone building something... but why, so late at night?
Coming from a boathouse! Maybe this'll stand a little investigating... on the QT!

Boarded up and almost completely darkened except for these open cracks... here... what's this???

What Namor sees...

Then suddenly the great doors swing open and the boat speeds down the runway... Namor ducks out of sight...

Holy smoke! What's a mosquito-boat doing here?

As the boat strikes the water, so does Namor.

Hold hard, mister... you forgot a passenger!

Its motors strangely quiet, the huge PT-boat seemingly leaps into the air and races lightly over the waves at extraordinary speed...

But Namor's speed is even greater and in a flash he overtakes his quarry.

A passenger or a stowaway... it makes little difference now!
Wow! Three depth-bombs... torpedoes... machine-guns! A regular arsenal! Looks like the Nazis are secretly building torpedo boats on our coast!

And as Namor starts toward the bow, the super-speedboat careens into a deserted dock.

He slips behind a torpedo-tube and watches the crew disappear toward a rambling shanty... he hears them speak in German.

So!!! I was right!

Why, the dirty... oh boy, this is just my meat! I'll fix these babies!

The noise of Namor's destruction attracts the crew, who rush out to attack him.

Paul, quick! Saboteurs!

The Sub-Mariner hits them enthusiastically, with a double one-two... come and get it, you nutsies!

Crash!
With the crew out of the way, Namor takes the helm and speeds back toward the boathouse to see how many more boats might be under construction. I'll wreck the whole cockeyed outfit!

On the dock, another Nazi watches through his night-glass...

Leiber Gott! Was ist das? Who dares to tamper with der Führer's navy?

Ach! Das ist gut! He is coming this way! But no! He has turned... he is circling around! Very well! I shall give him a surprise...

Seconds later the Nazi has launched another torpedo-boat and is after Namor...

Donnerwetter! Wait till I catch up with him... he'll be plenty sorry!

Not wishing to harm Namor's confiscated boat, the Nazi cuts hard around his stern... forcing Namor into a skid.

Hai, hai! You American devil!

Namor is thrown off-balance... oops!

And tumbles into the sea as the boats leap away... he pops to the surface, laughing...

Ho! Ho! Wait till you find out I've deserted, mister! Not after an empty boat. Ha ha ha!
Well, just to make sure you don’t get in trouble, Sonny-Boy, I think I’ll give you something else to keep you busy!

Namor seizes the Nazi boat’s stern, holding it back... it comes to a complete stop.

What’s your hurry, Hitler? You ain’t goin’ nowhere!

The Nazi is bewildered.

Got in Himmel! The motors are running full speed ahead, yet the boat does not move!

Namor allows the boat to proceed slowly, and the Nazi, thinking that something has gone amiss with the engines, heads back toward shore.

Must have this fixed before the commander hears about it! I will have to tell Hans and Hendrich!

...and pulls up to a dock in another cove not far from the boathouse. He steps ashore, and Namor follows silently.

Hmmm! What’s he up to now?

Going into that shed. Gotta get a load of this... maybe something’s cookin’!

Namor presses his sensitive ear to the wall and tunes in on the conversation.

Sounds like there are four of ‘em!
INSIDE THE SHED...

I DON'T KNOW WHO OR WHAT HE IS... MEIN KAMERADEN... BUT HE'S WRECKING OUR PLANT!

ACH, DU LIEBER! AND WE NEED THESE BOATS TO DESTROY BRITISH CONVOYS!

OHHH! NO TIME TO LOSE! IF I'M GOING TO FINISH THIS JOB I'LL HAVE TO HURRY. PRISON! NOW... BACK TO THE BOATHOUSE!

TWO YEARS FOR UNLAWFUL ENTRY. HA! HA!

HELLO! WHAT'S THIS? OH... HO! THE TWO DONKEYS I SPILLED A WHILE AGO! COME BACK FOR MORE?

HIMMEL! DER SABOTEUR!

NAMOR CHARGES...

QUICK, PAUL! MACHINE-GUN HIM! BLAST HIM TO BITS!

OH NO! YOU DON'T, MY FINE FEATHERED FRIENDS!

ONE FOR THE MONEY AND TWO TO SHOW! A QUICK ONE-TWO AND OUT YOU GO! ALLEY... COO!

HAVEN'T HAD SO MUCH FUN SINCE MY FIGHT WITH THE TORCH! I'LL KNOCK THIS PLACE GALLEY-WEST! BUT... WHOA! I COMPLETELY FORGOT THAT OTHER BOAT... THE ONE RUNNING LOOSE IN THE BAY... WITH NO PILOT!

CRASH!

CRASH!
Holy mackerel! I wonder if I can find the doggone thing? It’s got a good start on me!

But some minutes later he overtakes it, just as it heads at breakneck speed toward an incoming pleasure launch.

Mother of Neptune, they’ll crash, sure as fate! What’s the matter with that cockeyed launch?

Flower does a quick flip, and goes into a power-dive . . .

And cleaves the water between the bows just as the two boats meet head-on.

Too late! Yeow!

Got to break it up . . . somehow! Here goes nothing!

...the heavily armed torpedo boat explodes violently, shooting geyers of water high in the air.
Namor, miraculously unhurt, bobs to the surface amid a sheet of burning oil...

In the meantime...

The other Nazis launch a torpedo boat and light out to find Namor...

Wow! Dante's inferno!

They'll be burned to a crisp in this mess if they haven't already drowned!

The glow of the fire attracts them...

Swerving around, they zoom within a few feet of Namor's head...

Look, Heinrich! There he is! Run him down!

Missed! Try again, Heinrich, and ram the launch while you are at it!

Hey!

The giant waves toss the launch into the air, sending its wounded crew into the flaming sea...

Namor, submerging, is surprised by a girl's body, shooting past him...

Hello! She doesn't look dead!

He makes a grab for her and misses.
As he dives the torpedo boat, dックス over him and he is caught by the propellers. He is unconscious. He lies still.

WHAM!

The girl shocked to consciousness by the cold water, sees Namor's predicament... and races to his aid.

Relax, mister... I'm a strong girl... I'll get you out of this!

They come to the surface at some distance from the wreck and the girl looks apprehensively for the torpedo boat.

Well... can't stay here all night! Come on, youngster. Let's move! Holy smoke! He really is out!

Gone! No sign of them! What happened, anyway?

A good slap in the face ought to bring him to! Here, come on, Fella, wake up... breakfast is getting cold!
REVIVING, NAMOR QUICKLY GRASPS THE SITUATION, AND STARTS TOWARD SHORE WITH THE GIRL.

HEY! WHAT GOES? COME ON, MISS... I'LL GET YOU ASHORE!

GET ME ASHORE? HOLY SMOKE, MISTER... I'M THE ONE THAT RESCUED YOU, BUT YOU CAN HELP ME WITH THE OTHERS!

THE OTHERS? HMMMM! I'M AFRAID IT'S TOO LATE! NOTHING BUT BURNING OIL... THE LAUNCH HAS SUNK, MISS! OH LORD!

WELL, IT CAN'T BE HELPED NOW... LET'S GET TO LAND... I WANT TO LOOK FOR THAT OTHER TORPEDO BOAT... BUT YOU SHOULDN'T STAY IN THIS COLD WATER!

Okay, mister!

LEAVING THE GIRL ON SHORE, NAMOR HEADS BACK INTO THE BAY.

SO LONG, MISS... I'LL COME BACK FOR YOU LATER!

GOOD LUCK!

A FEW MINUTES SEARCH BRINGS NAMOR ABREAST OF THE SPEEDBOAT...

OHO! IN A HURRY TO GET HOME, EH? WELL, ME THINKS YOU'LL HAVE QUITE A JOB GETTING THERE, MY FRIENDS!

THE SUB-MARINER TO THE TURRETS!

As Namor streaks toward them, they open fire with machine-guns.

Come on, Mr. Sub-Mariner... let's see you digest this!
But Namor plunges below the surface.

So you want to play, eh? Well, first I'll hide!

And then you sink! This'll fix ya!!

Throwing the crew overboard.

Hello sweetheart!

Leaping into the boat he immediately...

Now to pick up the girl...then to finish this job once and for all!

Races back to the tiny beach...

Hello there! Don't be afraid...it's me...not the Nazis!

Nazis? Oh!

Come aboard Miss. Those blokes were foreign agents and I decided they needed a bath! They won't bother us any more!

WOW! Things happen fast around here...Don't they? But look, mister...who are you?? Why, I'm Namor...the Sub-Mariner!

The Sub-Mariner?? Wheee! She's fainted!
The shock of his identity is too much for her. Namor gently revives the girl, and races with her back to the opposite shore.

Humph! Thought everybody knew who I was! Oh well…better spread news of this Nazi business!

A few minutes later they arrive at a coast guard station.

You’d better come in with me Miss. You’ll want to report your accident, and you can verify my story.

Sure you bet.

So you see, Commander, something’s got to be done, and quick! Apparently the Nazis are establishing their bases all along the coast…you’d better send out a clean-up squad.

Certainly will, Namor…and thanks for the tip!

Fleets of coast guard cutters are immediately dispatched to hundreds of points along the coast, raiding dockyards and yacht basins, cleaning up the new menace.

Well, Mr. Sub-Mariner, I guess we’ve all got a lot to thank you for! I hope you won’t give up the good work.

Don’t worry, Miss.

Don’t quit! Just keep an eye open for the next issue of the Sub-Mariner and Marvel Comics and you’ll get an idea what my plans are!

Dont miss this:

More exciting adventures of Sub-Mariner, every month in Marvel Comics and in No. 2 Sub-Mariner now on sale.
THE ANGEL

IN THE CASE OF
THE MAD
GARGOYLE

LANE AFTER PLANE ON THE PANAMA
PACIFIC ROUTE WAS DISAPPEARING...
THEIR PILOTS AND PASSENGERS
SEEMED TO HAVE VANISHED IN THIN
AIR... WHERE?... WHY?... WHAT LURKED
BEHIND THIS MYSTERY OF THE AIR-
LINES? THE ANGEL, FOE OF EVIL,
SET OUT TO LEARN THE ANSWER
AND PLUNGED INTO THE MOST
TERRIBLE ADVENTURE OF HIS CAREER.

MARVEL NEWS
SECOND PANAMA-PACIFIC STRATO-
LINER DISAPPEARS OVER YUCATAN PENINSULA IN
MEXICO
LAST RADIO MESS-
AGE INDICATES PLANE IS DO-
SOMETHING ELSE...

THEN... SEVERAL
WEEKS LATER...

EVENING SUN
SEARCH ABANDONED
FOR LOST STRATO-
LINER
FEAR ALL LIVES LOST
At home, the angel hurriedly consults his crime file.

Ah! Here it is! The Gargoyle!

Gargoyle evades French police... escapes without leaving a trace.

Mysterious stowaway on Atlantic clipper... commits suicide by leading into ocean.

After compelling ocean, captain to land in mid-ocean.

Four unidentified fishermen starved to death, drift ashore off key west Fla.

Mystery still unsolved.

The headlines are pieces in a jig-saw puzzle of death... and the answer to the puzzle is...

The Gargoyle! Think I'll take a trip to Yucatan, Incognito!

I want two of your best pilots! This is going to be no pleasure jaunt!

Gosh! We are going 300 miles an hour now!

He big plane roars into the sky.

Give us some gas, mister... I've got to make time!

The chart to the land of mystery.

Night falls as the Stratoliner zooms over the Mayan jungles of southern Mexico.

The angels intuitive sense of impending danger does not fail him... suddenly from the darkness below, leaps a beam of light, like an evil finger.
Suddenly the engines sputter... stop!

My strength is cozing out of me... I've got to work fast!

Here goes...

Hooray landing... for the angel... but not for the strato-liner.

Here's hoping my lines don't snarl in those trees!

The plane's moving as if guided by an invisible hand... I'll bet it's the hand of the gargoyle!
The plane soars downward, cutting a path through the jungle.

Zoom

As the plane descends, an ancient temple suddenly looms into view.

Have I gone whacky? I must be seeing things!

So long, Jim, looks like a crash!

But the temple wall divides into two doors.

What th'!

He mysteriously directed plane swoops into the temple hanger.

Looks like we have company! Pipe all the planes!

The mysterious ray fades out.

What phase passes, strength returns to the pilots. They whirl.

Where's our passenger?

Hey! I feel as if I had touched a third rail!

So do I! Only worse! Must have got panicky and bailed out...without a 'chute!
Meanwhile, the Angel makes his way through the deep brush.

Well, I'll be a temple!

Aha... The Reception Committee!

Breaking free, the Angel whirls...

As he moves stealthily, he is unaware that eyes watch every move... The eyes of the Gargoyle.

Now, to have a look inside!

Tomo! Summon your men... when the white man enters, pounce!

In the Temple of Dread.

The silence is broken... with triumphant shrieks, the minions of Gargoyle leap upon their prey...

How still it is... too still!

Let's go, boys... but no hitting below the belt!

The Angel turns into a whirlwind of flying fists!

Present this to the Gargoyle... it's my calling card!
But the odds are too great...The Angel is overpowered.

WHERE TO FUNNY-FACE?

YOU SHALL SEE!

The Angel is dragged into a great altar room...and on a throne is his arch foe...the Gargoyle.

Here he is, master! Good, you have done your work well!

The Gargoyle barks an order...the Angel is dragged into a dungeon.

Get in there, dog!

The Angel has company.

We're the passengers of those missing Stratoukers!

What's the set-up?

...you'll find our names in the death lists of those recent plane 'accidents'...
THIS IS THE TEMPLE OF THE FULL MOON! THE NATIVES ARE DEVIL-WORSHIPERS!

SOMEBODY, BUT WHERE DO WE GO OUT?

WE DON'T COME IN... WE GO OUT!

THEY HAVE A CHARMING CUSTOM HERE.... WHEN THE FULL MOON SHINES ON THEIR IDOL, THEY CATAPULT ONE OF US... AND A NATIVE... FROM TWO SIDES OF A LIVE CRATER BELOW THE TEMPLE!

THEN WHAT?

IF THEY MEET EACH OTHER IN MID-AIR AND FALL INTO THE CRATER, THAT MEANS THEIR GOD IS PLEASED!... IF THEY MISS EACH OTHER THE GOD IS ANGRY!... BUT NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS ONE OF US IS IT!

SUDDENLY THE CONVERSATION CEASES... SOMEONE POINTS MUTELY TO THE WINDOW.... THE FULL MOON SHINES...

IT WON'T BE LONG, NOW!

WITHIN AN HOUR, THE MOON WILL FALL ON THE IDOL, AND THEN IT'S CURTAINS FOR SOMEONE! THEY'VE A CUTE TRICK OF PICKING ONE OF OUR STRONGEST MEN AND FIRING HIM AT THEIR WEAKEST NATIVE!

ONE OF OUR STRONGEST? HMM!

SUDDENLY THERE IS THE GRATE OF A KEY IN THE DUNGEON LOCK.

THE GARGOYLE AND HIS DEVIL-WORSHIPERS ENTER TO SELECT THE LATEST VICTIM FOR THE SACRIFICE.

THE MOON IS LOVELY TONIGHT... SO ROMANTIC!

I'VE GOT TO CONVINCE THESE RATS I'M THE STRONGEST... OTHERWISE THEY'LL PICK SOMEONE ELSE!
The Angel delivers 'a convincing argument.

One side, Bums!

The odds are fearful and the Angel knows it. Every punch he delivers helps to seal his doom.

This is getting tough!

An excellent exhibition of pugilism.

Your strength looks like your death warrant. Take him to the idol!

The Angel's going to fold his wings. Perhaps it's just as well.

As the Angel is taken below... a weird monotonous song rises from the devil worshipers...

Meanwhile, in the dungeon, the prisoners prepare to make a desperate attempt to escape...

Don't waste time talking. SMASH THE DOOR while the sacrifice is on. It's our only chance!

Boy, the beam is heavy!

Thanks to the Angel!

The huge battering ram crashes through!
The Room of Sacrifice...

Oh, Toms beat a litany of death... Crescendo!

Ah... Ah!

Ah! Ah!

Boom

Boom

We are ready, oh, Devil-God. The Moon is moving near!

The Angel is strapped to a catapult on the brink of the crater.

A feeble old native is tied to the other.

It is well... I am old... Glory to the Devil-God!

Now for the joy-ride!

Moonbeam, reflected through a jewel on the idol, creeps across the altar... Strikes.

A knife's flash... the catapult releases...

The bodies of the Angel and the native are hurled into space.

Densely the natives watch... for the sign... Collision in mid-air...
But as the Angel leaps from the crater, another peril confronts him... the Gargoyle.

You have upset my plans, you must die.

Hurt's...? I, the greatest electrical scientist... the man who caused the downfall of France... might have repeated the triumph... over America... but for you!

The Gargoyle, his plot frustrated, vents his rage on the Angel.

This will ruin my plans!

Another pitch... ball one... wide.

He's doing all the pitching... I'll have to reverse the procedure!

Why do you seize the planes? Passenger planes could be changed by the United States into war planes!

Now do you understand why you must die?

But I'm not going to die... just yet... if I can help it!

Umph!

H.A.L.P! Right over the pan!

We plunges down...

Aaaaaggh!

From now on, I'm in the pitcher's box!

As the Gargoyle staggering, his foot is caught in a rope and...
Half-way down, the rope tightens... jerks the gargoyle... there is a sickening crunch... his neck is broken against the wall.

My friends must have escaped by now! But before I join them, I'll have to change my costume!

Don't take off yet, someone is coming!

Disguised again, the angel reappears.

We thought you bailed out, mister... what happened?

Look, mister, that shadow seems to come from our plane!

Curious, isn't it? But it isn't quite like the shadow of a stratoliner!

The pilot gapes at his strange passenger...

Say Jim, wouldn't be surprised if our passenger's throwing that shadow! Then he must be the...

Pipe down! If he wants to keep his identity a secret... that's his business... what a man!

A man? I wonder!

Further adventures of the Angel

In

Next month's

Marvel Comics
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